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PHILOSOPHY — GENERAL
Paper : SEC-A-1

(Logical Reasoning and Application)
Full Marks : 80

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.

×

(Appeal to ignorance)

(Fallacy of Relevance)

(Fallacy of Defective Induction)

(Fallacy of Ambiguity)

(Fallacy of Presumption)
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(Fallacy of Relevance)

(Triers of Fact) 
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[English Version]

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Choose the correct option (any ten) : 1×10

(a) According to the Ny ya Philosophy ordinary operative relations (laukika sannikar a) are of

(i) six types (ii) four types

(iii) two types (iv) five types.

(b) Sannikar a, that occurs in the perception of absence or non-existence is

(i) samaveta samav ya sannikar a (ii) samav ya sannikar a

(iii) vi e a a-vi e yabh va (iv) sa yukta samavetasamav ya sannikar a.

(c) Sannikar a, that occurs when we perceive the movement of the running ball through visual sensation
is

(i) sa yoga (ii) sa yukta samav ya

(iii) sa yukta samaveta samrav ya (iv) samav ya.

(d) Asiddha Hetv bh sa is of

(i) three types (ii) two types

(iii) four types (iv) five types.

(e) ‘The Hill is smokey since it is fiery.’— It is an example of

(i) svarup siddha hetv bh sa (ii) vy pyatv siddha hetv bh sa

(iii) v dhita hetv bhasa (iv) shray siddha hetv bh sa.
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(f) ‘Appeal to ignorance’ is included in the logical fallacy called

(i) Fallacy of Relevance (ii) Fallacy of Defective Induction

(iii) Fallacy of Ambiguity (iv) Fallacy of Presumption.

(g) Fallacy of Relevance is of

(i) seven types (ii) six types

(iii) five types (iv) four types.

(h) ‘Triers of fact’ refers to

(i) the jury (ii) a judge

(iii) both the jury and a judge (iv) a plaintiff.

(i) In the law, language is commonly used—

(i) Informative (ii) Expressive

(iii) Directive (iv) Emotive.

(j) In science, in detection and in all problem-solving the method used is—

(i) Inquiry (ii) Inductive

(iii) Deductive (iv) Legal.

(k) A person who is charged with determining the facts of a given set of events in a legal case is

(i) the witness (ii) the judge or jury

(iii) the solicitor (iv) the defendant.

(l) Pak adharmat  j na means

(i) the knowledge of the presence of s dhya in pak a

(ii) the knowledge of the presence of hetu in pak a

(iii) the knowledge of the relation between hetu and s dhya

(iv) None of these.

2. Answer in brief (any five) : 5×5

(a) Give two examples of sa yukta samav ya and sa yukta samaveta samav ya sannikar a-s one for
each.

(b) ‘Fire is cold, because fire is a substance.’— Which hetv bh sa is committed by this? Give reasons.

(c) Distinction between sapak a and vipak a with suitable examples.

(d) What do you understand by the principles of law of evidence?

(e) Discuss in brief, with suitable examples, remote and proximate causes following in legal argument.

(f) Discuss in brief the application of probability in legal argument.
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(g) (i) All parts of this instrument are functional. Hence, the instrument is functional.

(ii) Rakhal blindly believes everyone. So, he is blind.

Find out the fallacies of the above arguments.

(h) Discuss any one of the fallacies of irrelevance with suitable examples.

3. Answer any three questions :

(a) What is law? Mention the types and names of different kinds of law. Make a distinction between
criminal law and civil law with examples. 5+(5+5)

(b) Give the definition of pak a, sapak a and vipak a in case of anumiti. ‘Sound is non-eternal as it is an
effect.’— Indicate the pak a, sapak a and vipak a of this inference. 9+6

(c) Distinguish between sv rth numiti and par rth numiti. Explain the nature and function of each
avayavas of par rth numiti. 5+10

(d) Define Savyabhic ra Hetv bh sa. Discuss different types of savyabhic ra hetvabh sa with suitable
examples. 3+12

(e) What is the ‘Fallacy of Ambiguity’? Mention the types and names of ‘Fallacy of Ambiguity’. Explain
any two types of ‘Fallacy of Ambiguity’ with suitable examples. 5+10

(f) What is analogical argument? Explain its use and relevance in resolving legal controversy. 5+10


